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Jasper Dettrich’s RMA being fitted 

with a timber frame 
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Editorial 

October proved to be an interesting month with 

the acquisition of a Side Valve (SV) steering 

box and a new toy. The SV steering box was in 

remarkably good condition. Thank you to those 

who provided advice and pictures of their 

steering boxes.  

Another new learning was the use of an ana-

logue multi-meter.to test the condition of gen-

erators and voltage regulators. Thank you to 

Brian Jackson for your helpful advice.  

Torquetube was quite late this month as a 

number of major projects occupied the editor’s 

attention. It would be wonderful to end the year 

with a magazine filled with articles penned by 

other members of the Riley club. Maybe you 

would care to write an article or invite the edi-

tor into your garage?  

In the past month a visit was made to Cooroy 

where advice was 

sought from Matt 

Noble who has long-

time experience us-

ing  an English 

Wheeling machine 

and  a shrinking 

tool. It seemed very 

useful so I bought 

one. It should prove 

entertaining to prac-

tice making shapes 

to repair damaged 

or rust holed Riley   

panels.  

The Editor appreciates receiving articles by the 21st of the month 
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Riley Club outing to Cleveland by Chris Reynolds 

The Riley Club Run this month was to Cleve-
land and it took place on Thursday14th Octo-
ber. The day started out with a depressing 
weather forecast and, for those travelling from 
the northern side of Brisbane, a heavy storm 
met them on the way to the meeting place. It 
was not a good start for the run and as a con-
sequence only four cars turned up and none of 
them was a Riley! 
 
The meeting place was a pretty ordinary ser-
vice station; however, it did provide decent cof-
fee and snacks after the journey from home. 
Best of all, the rain held off for the rest of the 
day, despite the gloomy forecast. 
 
Our first stop was Wellington Point, which was 
a delightful stopping point, especially for those 
who had never visited the area before. It was a 
quiet, peaceful and uncrowded location, over-
looking the many small islands of Morton Bay 
We enjoyed a short stroll around the headland. 
Then it was back to the cars for a drive to the 
Redland Museum. And what a great local mu-
seum it was. It had lots of items of local histori-
cal interest on the Cleveland area. For a non-
local, like me, it was a real eye opener to learn 
about the important role played by Cleveland 
as a main entry point in the early days of settle-
ment in Brisbane. There were loads of exhibits 
to show the history of the area, plus old cars, 
agricultural machinery and even a railcar from 
the  Normanton to Croydon railway (Gulf 
lander). 
 

After visiting the museum, we proceeded to  
Cleveland Point and looked at the Lighthouse, 
which must be about the world’s smallest light-
house. We didn’t stop for a stroll, as originally 
planned, because the area was just crowded 
with cars. So, we drove straight to lunch at the 
Grand View Hotel. 
 
The Grand View Hotel has a spectacular view 
of the sea and coast, and it was another histor-
ic point of interest. The Hotel dated from 1851 
and was built at a time when it was thought 
that the capital city for the new Queensland 
Colony would be at Cleveland, so for some 
time the hotel was regarded as a folly of the 
originally owner. Lots of photos from the early 
days adorn the walls of the hotel. By the time 
the Riley Clan arrived the sun was out, and we 
all elected to sit outside. The food and drink 
were of excellent quality. 
 
We had a great day out exploring the less bus-
tling and very attractive area that is Cleveland. 
 
Below: Lunch at the hotel, from the left Wil-
ma and Ian Henderson, Brian Jackson and 
Greg and Yvon May 

Cleveland foreshore 
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November activities 

Tuesday Morning  2nd: No Riley activity at 

the club rooms due to the current COVID-19 

lock down. 

Tuesday 9th  

10 am: Morning tea at the club house 

11 am: Monthly meeting of the RMCQ 

at the Riley Club (COVID-19 permit-

ting), 38 Showgrounds Drive, High-

vale 4520, Samford Show Grounds.   

12 noon: Lunch shall be a sausage sizzle pro-

vided by the club. Tea and coffee provid-

ed.  BYO cold drinks or purchase from the club. 

 

 2024 National rally planning meeting after 

lunch to plan a reconnoitre of event locations 

and establish the committee. 

 Tuesday Morning 16th:  Riley Tinkerers at 

the Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities, 

friendship and technical advice.  Tea and cof-

fee provided. 

Sunday 21st 10.00 am: The Club Run will be 
to Marshall Holm’s home at 50 Cook Street, 
Northgate. In case of getting lost his telephone 
number is O477 377 109. Park in Orchard park 
which is beside the bowls club. There is plenty 
of room for the Rileys – 64 Flower street 
Northgate and walk to my place and then back 
to the bowls club for lunch.  
There will be tea, coffee and snacks on arrival 
for morning tea and then we can look at cars, 
bakery and the gas appliances,  There are 
plenty of tables, chairs , cups etc for morning 
tea. 
Tuesday Morning 23rd:  Riley Tinkerers at the 

Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities, 

friendship and technical advice.  Tea and cof-

fee provided. 

Letters to the editor 

A real scam alert from Chris Reynolds 

 
Any of you receiving emails from Club commit-
tee members should take care that they are not 
scam emails. 
 
A number of people have recently received 
emails bearing my name asking if they are 
available to assist with providing club funds 
while our treasurer is unavailable. Close scruti-
ny of these emails reveals they are not sent 
from my email address although the text bears 
my name. A similar scam was attempted when 
Ken Lonie was President and is probably a 
widespread scam. 
 
I will never ask for any fund transfer, and nor 
will any other committee member. Most likely if 
you hear from me it’ll be by phone or a recog-
nisable email address. Take care!! 
 

An unreal alert  

Did you know that all car tyres have a small GPS trans-
mitter built into them so you can be monitored on the 
new 5G network? 

 
If you don’t want to be followed, just cut off the little an-
tenna that sticks out of the rim.  

Letter to the editor: 

I just cut that antenna off like you said and the evil peo-
ple who control the GPS tracker must have a device to 
immobilise my car. After I cut the antennas off they 
made my tyres go flat. I am scared to go swimming now 
because I spotted one of those nasty antennas on my 
rubber ducky swim ring. 

 

Editor: 

Ah, it is better to not cut them off,. Instead, wrap foil 
around them so they can’t track you. If you do that your 
tyre won’t go flat and you can trick those evil people. 
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The Queensland Riley Motor Car Club 
 

 

 

cordially invites you to our 

 

 

ANNUAL 

XMAS LUNCH 
Sunday 12

th
 December 

Time 12.30 pm 
Place: The Clubhouse, Highvale 

 

 

 
We will enjoy a hearty lunch of: 

Main Course. Leg of ham and selection of salads. 
Desert. Selection of great cakes, fresh fruit and cheeses. 

Coffee or tea and chocolates. 

 
BYO wine or beer. Soft drinks available to purchase from the club. 

The charge per head is $30 to be paid on the day 

 

The charge per head includes the full luncheon, utensils, plates, tea, 
coffee and includes a door prize and raffle.   

 

 

 

 

Remember to RSVP by 28 November to Bill White. Late Bookings 
cannot be accepted as catering requires finalization on this date. 

thewhitehouse7@bigpond.com 

. 

mailto:thewhitehouse7@bigpond.com
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Riley Side Valve (SV) steering box 

The SV purchased a few years ago didn’t 

come with a steering box, engine timing gears 

and other desirable parts but finding and ac-

quiring them seems to be part of the restora-

tion process for these elderly Rileys. An inquiry 

was made with Phil Evans who is building a SV 

and an advert was placed in the October Tor-

quetube for a steering box. It turned out that 

Phil had six boxes and they were all broken. If 

you have three of anything it is called a collec-

tion and so Phil has a six-piece collection of 

nearly 100-year-old broken steering boxes. It 

must be a bit like keeping great grandmother’s 

cracked plate that had been in the family for 4 

generations. You don’t want throw it out so you 

keep it in the glass cabinet but don’t use it. He 

told me that he had been rummaging through 

some old bits and found a Dodge steering box 

that fitted his SV steering box bracket. Its year 

of manufacture was unknown, but Phil thought 

it was a mid-20’s specimen.  

Above: Phil Evan’s Steering box fitted to 

his SV  

In the meantime, Matthew French told me that 

John and Margaret Hansford had a mid-20s 

Dodge and after the last monthly meeting of 

the Queensland Riley Club I went with John to 

his garage to have a look at it. Very kindly 

John was willing to lend the box to me after he 

had removed it from his Dodge for restoration 

and I could see if it fitted the Riley. 

Above: The Hansford’s Dodge steering box 

On another day the Dodge Car club website 

was investigated and through that means I met 

a Dodge club member who had a spare mid 

20’s Dodge steering box. It was cheap enough 

to buy unseen with the hope that it fitted and 

last week it arrived via Aussie post, it was un-

wrapped and happily, it fitted into the chassis 

bracket. It also had very little wear on the 

bushes.  Another inquiry was made with Phil 

Evans and Paul Baee about fitting the box and 

identifying what the drop arm and drag link 

looked like. Phil said that he had shortened the 

output shaft housing on his steering box so 

that the drag link ran parallel to the chassis. He 

had also made a plate to go between the 

mount and the chassis as a lock stop. He had 

also extended the output shaft square by about 

20 mm to get the drop arm to fit in the right 

place. 

Output shaft  square extended 
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Above: Phil’s SV with the mounting plate 

With the Dodge box  you can adjust them while 
they are on the Riley. To do that the face on 
the back of the box needs to clear the engine 
and that necessitated the countersunk screw 
on the original.   

Above: This specimen is prior to disassem-
bly at Maleny. The adjusting screw and lock 
nut faces the engine and the input shaft is 
on the right 

The Dodge box lifts the driven wheel into mesh 
on the centre line. The drop arm was pinned 
and then silver soldered. To accommodate the 
drag link a new ball was acquired from the SA 
Riley club and fitted to the bottom of the drop 

arm and an adjustable drag link was manufac-
tured. 

On another day Kurt Shultz telephoned. He 
has built and then rebuilt a Riley SV redwing 
over four decades. He said that after looking 
over the work he had done originally he 
thought he could improve on the workmanship 
and produce a better outcome. The purpose of 
his call was to suggest that I do what Phil Ev-
ans had advised and get a Dodge box because 
it was adjustable where the Riley box was set 
at manufacture and couldn’t be adjusted. That 
confirmed my choice and during our conversa-
tion he suggested that he knew where I could 
purchase a Riley SV project car in NSW. The 
problem, of course, was that the borders were 
currently closed because of COVID-19. So a 
visit was planned for a time when I was permit-
ted to go into NSW and then return.  

The disassembly of the box was quite simple. 
The three retaining bolts on the input shaft cov-
er plate were removed, the fixing bolt that 
holds the input shaft brass bush was removed 
and the bush with the input shaft came out 
easily. The worm is held in position with a 
screw in plate and when this was removed the 
worm slide out easily as well. There was a lot 
of hardened grease and grime that required 
removal and there was some rust on the worm 
that had accumulated when the box was in 
storage. The parts were reassembled after the 
body was etch primed and painted. When ad-
justed the input shaft and worm span easily 
without any slop so I thought myself very fortu-
nate and put the box on a storage shelf until it 
weas time to assemble  the running gear back 
onto the chassis.  

Below: The SV steering box assembled 
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Testing a Riley generator and voltage regulator 

GYM was ready for a roadworthy. The brakes 

had been adjusted, the lights tested, and the 

engine tuned. Unfortunately, however the oil 

pressure gauge failed again, that is, when the 

engine was started the gauge needle rose to 

40 lbs but then did not return to zero when the 

engine was switched off so it was taken off 

again, a fuel hose attached and a few squirts 

of CRC was released into the hose. This was 

left to sit for a few hours and then a compres-

sor was attached. Air pressured the CRC into 

the gauge and the needle rose but did not fall 

when the pressure was taken off so more CRC 

was squirted into the hose and it was left to 

stand for a little while longer and the needle 

began to move towards zero. The procedure 

was  repeated a few more times and the gauge 

left to stand overnight. Next day the needle 

rose and fell correctly so it was refitted into the 

dashboard.   

The other issue was the radiator. Previously I 

had soldered a bracket onto the top tank to ac-

commodate the restraining rods. Both the rods 

and the retaining bracket were missing when I 

first met GYM. The radiator was likely to have 

been from an RMB, so the bottom tank was 

panel beaten to create a valley allowing a 

crank handle to slide under it and into the en-

gine pully. Unfortunately, when the engine was 

started the radiator showed that it was blocked  

so it was taken to Nambour Radiators to be 

rodded out. After a few weeks it was picked up 

and refitted into the Riley. The other thing that 

needed to be done was that the openings be-

tween the water pump and the thermostat 

housing needed to be blocked off and 

when this was done the car should have 

been ready for registration. But the genera-

tor warning light remained on when the en-

gine was running. 

A few years ago, Brian Jackson told me 
about an old school way of testing genera-
tors on the bench. He said that on a posi-
tive to earth generator connect the ‘F’ and 
‘D’ terminals with a automotive wire and 
with jumper leads connect either the ‘D’ or 
‘F’ terminals to the negative side of a bat-

tery and the positive terminal to the body of the 
generator and the pully should spin. If it 
doesn’t the generator is dead. The ‘F’’ and ‘D’ 
connections represent Field and Dynamo and 
‘F’ and ‘D’ are marked on the voltage regulator 
cover and the thicker of the terminals on the 
generator is the ‘D’ connection. This can easily 
be checked by sliding the generator cover 
along  the body of the generator and you can 
see that the thick terminal is connected to the 
brushes on the armature.  

Above: F and D terminals connected and a 
battery connected making the generator 
run like a motor. 

The second test will actually tell you what volt-
age is being produced by the generator. On 
the bench connect the F and D as in the first 
test, spin the regulator with an electric motor at 
about 800 rpm. To do that I made up a testing 
apparatus by fitting an electric motor with a 
pully onto a board and a generator onto the 
board with  brackets to hold it in place and with 
a fan belt they were connected together.  

Below: The test set up employed 
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The second test will actually tell you what volt-

age is being produced by the generator. On 

the bench the F and D was connected as in 

the first test,  the generator  was run using an 

electric motor at about 800 rpm. To do  that a 

testing apparatus was made by fitting an elec-

tric motor with a pully onto a board with a gen-

erator fixed onto the board with  brackets to 

hold it in place and with a fan belt they were 

connected together. A multi meter was 

switched to volts and the positive terminal fit-

ted to the body of the generator and the nega-

tive to either the ‘F’ or ‘D’ terminal. At 800 rpm 

the generator should produce approximately 

12.6 volts and if the speed of the motor can be 

increased to 1500 rpm the output should be 

around 13.6 volts. It did, so the generator was 

working. 

Above: The analogue multi-meter working 

on the generator in the Riley at 1500 rpm 

In the Riley the same test was conducted. To 

do that the ‘F’ and ‘D’ terminal wires are dis-

connected, and individually wrapped with insu-

lation tape to stop them from getting up to any 

mischief, the ‘D’ and ‘F’ terminals connected, 

and the multi-meter employed as with the 

bench test. The engine was started and 

revved up to 1500 rpm and the range of volt-

age checked on the multi-meter. In this test it 

is important to not allow the generator to pro-

duce more than 15 volts or it could cook the 

generator. In this instance the multi-meter 

went crazy and the reading varied widely. This 

subject will be returned to a little later.  

I am told that most failures of external regula-
tors come down to dirty points. In fact, Paul 
Baee has suggested cleaning the points on a 
previous Riley that was not charging and his 
suggestion worked. I have found that is easier 
to clean the points when the regulator is out of 
the engine bay, but it can still be done in situ. 
There are points on top of the coils and one 
usually at the bottom of the Control Box body. 
With fine emery paper the points can be 
cleaned by dragging the paper between the 
points until no residue appears on the grit and 
when this is done the regulator can be tested. 
To do that the red wire of the multi-meter was 
attached to the earth battery terminal and the 
black wire attached to the negative battery ter-
minal. The multi-meter should then register 
approximately 12.6 volts. If it does not the bat-
tery is likely to be dead.  The engine was then 
started and the multi-meter should have regis-
tered around 13 volts at idle and approximate-
ly 13.6 volts at 1500 revs. Instead, the multi-
meter went crazy again and produced multiple 
readings.   

Above: The digital multi-meter went crazy 
on the battery terminals with the engine 
running 

What was happening? After going through the 
procedure again and changing the generator 
without a change to the result and then chang-
ing the regulator without result a telephone call 
was made to Brian Jackson. He said a digital 
multi-meter won’t work and it will give false 
readings (Duh). He said what was needed was 
an analogue multi-meter to match the ana-
logue electrical components. 
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An analogue multi-meter cost $30 at Jaycar 
and on the following day one turned up in a de-
livery van. This was employed on the generator 
and as far as can be determined the analogue 
multi-meter smoothed out the variations in the 
electrical output and the readings were as per 
expectations. At 750 rpm the generator pro-
duced 13 volts and at 1500 rpm the generator 
produced 14 volts. The test was then employed 
on the battery without a result indicating that 
the regulator was faulty.  

Adjacent:: You can see the Dynamo (D) and 
Field  (F) contacts on the control box 

Finishing the timber frame of an RMA 

The rear window, trafficator block, corner 

blocks,  cant rails, roof rails and front roof rail 

had been fitted and the steel roof fitted neatly 

over the whole arrangement but there was one 

small problem. The passenger side cant rail 

was a half inch too close to the centre of the 

Riley at the windscreen. That meant taking the 

roof off and setting the cant rail a little further 

out. This was easily achieved by unscrewing 

the centre metal bracket and the front passen-

ger side roof rail so that  the cant rail could be 

moved a ¼ inch further out on the central 

bracket and a half inch at the front of the roof 

rail. This was done and the cant rail sat where 

it should have been, and the roof was fitted 

back into its position.  

Above: The desired outcome is for the cant 

rail to be in alignment with the door post  

The bottom windscreen rail had previously 

been fitted  with the ‘A’ posts and the wind-

screen surround had been trial fitted showing 

that the ‘A’ posts were an 1/8 inch too wide. 

That issue was left aside for a while.  What 

needed to happen at this point was for the rear 

end of the body to meet up with the scuttle. 

Currently it was half an inch out on the passen-

ger’s side showing that the tub was skewed 

slightly when fitted onto the chassis. The solu-

tion was to raise the body above the chassis 

and move it into the correct position and lower 

it. This done, the body fixing bolts fitted into 

their correct positions so the packing on the 

chassis support points was altered so the rear 

doors fitted with an even gap.  

Attention was then focused on the scuttle. The 

driver’s side sat very close to where it needed 

to be but the passenger side ‘K’ panel needed 

to be brought towards the body and raised ¼ 

inch. This brought the locating holes in the ‘K’ 

panel too far back requiring the body to be 

raised and refitted again. It then became clear 

that the ‘k’ panel was not the issue but the 

packing under the body support points. When 

these were altered the scuttle fitted up to the 

body and without the ‘A’ posts fitted the wind-

screen surround fitted into its correct position. 

The reason for leaving the ‘A’ posts out of the 

equation was to see if they continued to vary 

the result. When the ‘A’ posts were fitted the 

windscreen surround fitted too high above the .  
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bottom windscreen rail and did not fit into the 
surround correctly 

Three things were done to remedy this issue. 
First, the ‘B’ pillar steel brackets between the 
‘B’ pillars and the side roof rails were slightly 
lowered under the side roof rails, second; the 
front roof rail was rebated 1/16 inch into the 
cant rails and the ‘A’ posts was slimmed to fit 
within the windscreen surround. Sounds easy 
but the concern was removing too much timber 
from the frame components. It is easy to re-
move but you can’t add to it if it is taken off. 
Fortunately, the alterations worked out, and 
the components fitted together so that the 
gaps in the front door jams were even.  

Above: The driver’s side door fitting up to 
the ‘A’ pillar 

At this point, the door posts (A pillars) were re-

fitted, the windscreen surround was added into 

the equation with a positive result so the sills 

were drilled through the fixing points for the 

scuttle on the sill, the scuttle was bolted into 

position on the sill and into the chassis, the ‘B’ 

pillars and the tub were then bolted onto the 

chassis. To finish off the timbers they were re-

painted where they had been reshaped and 

scratched in anticipation of the quarter panel. 

Next day the scuttle timbers were fitted with 

Flooded Gum timber sealed with a floor esta-

pol. The corner pieces were made from marine 

5 ply of a similar colour. The side scuttle timers 

had previously been painted black were fitted 

at a height where the metal coverings provided 

an even gap around the front doors and lined 

up with the front edges of the quarter panel.  

Above : The scuttle timbers being fitted 

The knee blocks could then be fitted. These 

were fitted so that they neatly fitted into the 

quarter panel and then the pieces from the ‘A’ 

pillar  to the scuttle timbers were fitted. Lastly, 

the corner pieces that fitted between the ‘A’ 

pillar and the knee block  were made and fit-

ted.  

Above: The knee blocks fitted and the    

quarter panels sitting neatly so there was a 

fairly even gap between the door and quar-

ter panel 

The top window rail was then screwed together 
and trial fitted with the window surround and 
when satisfied that it neatly accommodated the 
window surround and followed its shape the 
corner pieces were made and fitted. The win-
dow surround was then tweaked to fit into its 
position against the ‘A’ pillars and the door 
jams were trial fitted. When satisfied that the 
gaps were even the door jams were nailed into 
position 
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Apart from the spare wheel 
door the timbers have all been 
made and only the lead wiping 
of the door jams where they 
meet with the window surround 
is left to do. There is also a 
number of patches to be cov-
ered with a thin layer of lead. 
After that the custodians need-
ed to decide whether they 
want the rust in the scuttle to 
be patched or whether they 
would do that themselves.  

Adjacent: An interior view 

QUEENSLAND HISTORIC MOTORING COUNCIL INC.  

IA08973 1376 Old Cleveland Road, CARINDALE QLD 4152  

President (Carle Gregory): 0413 553 173 Email: president@qhmc.net.au  

Secretary (Cheryl Nott): (07) 3341 5619 Email: treasurer@qhmc.net.au  

Vice President (Albert Budworth) Email: vicepresident@qhmc.net.au  

 

NEWSLETTER No.14. September 2021  

Matters of interest to the Queensland Riley Motor Club 

2. SIVS Matters (Special Interest Vehicle Scheme) https://www.qld.gov.au/transport/registration/

fees/concession/special-interest  

(a) Continuing Club Membership Mandatory The biggest change commenced on 1 September 

with the new Regulation which provides for SIVS registration. The SIVS Guidelines include 

conditions issued under that Regulation. Previously, it was only necessary to belong to an 

Incorporated Vehicle Club (or Association) to obtain SIVS registration for the first time, but 

there was no legal obligation to remain a member thereafter. Clubs were often frustrated 

by people joining to access SIVS, but then never renewing. From now on, it is a condition 

of SIVS registration that the vehicle operator must belong to an Incorporated Vehicle Club.  

(b) There are 2 new provisions to note: (i) The SIVS Concession Registration must be re-

moved if the registered operator is no longer a current member of an incorporated car club 

or association , and 1 (ii) Use of the vehicle while not a member (or in contravention of any 

other SIVS restriction eg driving to and from work) now carries a penalty of up to $2757 for 

vehicles up to 4.5 tonnes 2 and $8271 for heavier vehicles.  

The only exception is where an owner lives in a remote area or is unable to access an appropri-

ate club, they may be eligible for an exemption from the club membership requirement . 3 The 

responsibility is on individuals to comply, not clubs, but if you are aware of former members who 

are not members of other clubs using their vehicles illegally a quiet word might be appropriate. It 

is in all our interests to try to prevent abuse of the generous concession, or the right might be 

taken away. That said, Clubs are not required to police this.  
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 (b) Retention of SIVS dating and membership forms To obtain SIVS registration, you need 

to submit to TMR evidence from your club as to the vehicle’s age and your current membership. 

These records are kept by the Department for 7 years and individual members should keep 

copies as well. There is no obligation on clubs to keep copies of these or records of those for 

whom they have been provided.  

 

 (c) Road Test Radius At one of the 2 recent Qld Govt inquiries, there was a recommenda-

tion that the radius be extended to 50kms from the existing 15km radius, particularly for heavy 

vehicles. After extensive canvassing within TMR and beyond, it was decided to keep the radius 

at 15kms, on the basis that is a sufficient driving area within which to get a vehicle properly 

warmed up.  

 

3. Timed Events on Public Roads There was a question about what events would be legal and 

what wouldn’t.  

 

What are banned are :  

4 (a) Races between vehicles 

 

 (b) Record breaking attempts  

 

(c) Any trial of the speed of a vehicle (I assume this means a top speed attempt) (d) Any com-

petition to test the skill of a driver, or the reliability or mechanical condition of any vehicle where 

the prize value exceeds $100. Permits can be obtained to conduct the above events. Conditions 

are strict, as is to be expected. Timed events are OK provided there is no suggestion of incite-

ment to break any road rules etc.  

 

4. Motorcycle pillion and sidecar passenger rules These provisions appear in section 271 of the 

Transport Operations (Road Use Management—Road Rules) Regulation 2009. A number of 

other matters were discussed, but not of direct relevance to users of SIVS vehicles.  

 

Doug Young (VCCQ Inc)  

QHMC TMR Rep  

7 September 2021  


